
COURSE DETAILS | SIBBE

Update July 5th, added measured length (121m) for hole #18 to hole details

Address: Joensuun raitti 44, Söderkulla, Sipoo (GOOGLE MAPS)

CONTACT
Tyyni Tournament Director: Mikko Wikman (+358 40 556 7789)
Sibbe Tournament Director: Ville Helenius (+358 40 162 8750)

Main event Course TD: Juhani tavi (+358 44 201 0022)
Course TD for One Round event: Check Metrix-page, information tab

IN CASE OF SERIOUS EMERGENCY, CALL 112

PARKING
There is a good amount of parking space at Sibbe Disc Golf.

There is a parking fee in the whole area, but players do not need to pay for it.
When you arrive to Sibbe, go to Sibbe Disc Golf information (small red cottages

near tee #1), show your player pass / tell you are playing and feed your car
license plate number to the parking pad. If this is not done, you might get a
parking ticket. Also players with a Sibbe season pass need to do this during

Tyyni.

WARM-UP
There are two warm-up areas at Sibbe. First one is the warm-up holes shown

in the course map (regular Ramirent layout holes 5-9) and second one is
located near hole #2 (map below). The second is an old fairway which was
recently mowed. Possibility to take throws up to 80m + putting baskets.

https://www.google.fi/maps/place/Sibbe+Disc+Golf/@60.2883019,25.3150854,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x469204b90df72607:0x58540e077f53fb3c!8m2!3d60.2882993!4d25.3172741?hl=fi&authuser=0


Warm-up on the course is prohibited during the competition round (from first
group tee-off until the last group has finished their round).

GENERAL INFORMATION
Tournament office located near tee #1

Tyyni event center and information at Ramirent truck
Cafe Sibbe and Villa Sibbe restaurants

Toilets near Cafe Sibbe and near hole #16 tee

Bigger version of the map HERE

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ICQk8Y4v3g39uI-7n-Lc-WDZHY7_PpNE/view?usp=sharing


COURSE DETAILS
All mandatories and their restricted areas affect ONLY the hole the mandatory

is marked for. Those don’t affect to any other holes.
For that hole mandatory is located, the restricted area line continues away

from the mando to infinity along two last sticks.

All OB’s are marked with sticks.

Hole #1
OB around the fairway.

Hole #2
OB on the right side and OB pond later on the fairway.

Hole #3
Two MANDATORIES, restricted areas on both sides. Mandatory lines marked
with sticks. If mandatory is missed, continue from the dropzone with one

penalty.

Hole #4
OB around the fairway.

Hole #5
RELIEF area in the first corner, on the right which isn’t marked in the course
map or tee-sign. If your disc ends the relief area, continue from the crossing

point without penalty. Area marked with blue-white sticks.

Take a note for the basket location when taking your lie on the fairway,
especially before the first corner.

Hole #8 hazard is not in play for this hole.

Hole #8



MANDATORY. Restricted area on the left, you must pass the flagpole from right.
Mandatory line marked with sticks. If mandatory is missed, continue from the

tee (=drop zone) with one penalty.

Island green surrounded by HAZARD. If your disc ends in hazard, continue from
there with one penalty.

OB further on the right side (hole #9)

Hole #9
OB around the fairway.

Hole #10
Make sure the fairway is safe to play

OB on the right side (hole #9)

Hole #11
Let players on the next tee play first.

OB pond under the downhill,  OB on the right side and OB behind the basket.

Hole #12
MANDATORY. Restricted area on the left, you must pass from right. Mandatory
line marked with sticks. If mandatory is missed, continue from the drop zone

(front tee) with one penalty.

OB around the fairway.

Hole #13
OB around the fairway.

Hole #14
OB around the fairway.

HAZARD bunker in front of the basket. If your disc ends in hazard, continue
from there with one penalty.



Hole #16
OB around the fairway.

MANDATORY. Restricted area on the right, you must pass from left. Mandatory
line marked with sticks. If mandatory is missed AND your disc ends inbounds,
continue from the drop zone with one penalty. If mandatory is missed AND
your disc ends OB, continue with OB rules (because OB was the first one to

happen).

Hole #17
OB around the fairway.

MANDATORY. Restricted area on the right, you must pass from left. Mandatory
line marked with sticks. If mandatory is missed AND your disc ends inbounds,
continue from the drop zone with one penalty. If mandatory is missed AND
your disc ends OB, continue with OB rules (because OB was the first one to

happen).

Hole #18
Wait for the preceding group(s) to play from tee before you move there.

OB around the fairway. If your disc ends OB, continue with one penalty from
the previous lie, from the crossing point OR from the drop zone. No forced drop

zone.

Measured length 121m.

Always check the fairway is safe to play before you throw. You are always
responsible for your throws. Use a spotter if needed.

HAVE A GREAT ROUND!




